WELCOME TO VAASAL

We would like this magazine to be an entrance into the world of Tamil ideas, art and culture for anyone in Auroville who is from another native ur (village, town, country, habitat, that place which belong to you and you to it - see below).

The word vaasal வாசல் (entrance) comes from the word vaai வாய் (mouth). The entrance is the most important part of any Tamil village, a place which needs protecting from alien forces which might cause chaos if not properly watched over. Notice the location of prominent temples and shrines at the outer perimeter of villages around Auroville - placed at strategic points like crossroads and waterways where they can make sure no harm comes to the residents.

The entrance of the home is equally important. It is where the protective kolam is placed each morning. When you go to someone’s house to give them something, they will always step outside to receive your gift, or invite you in: nothing must be passed across the threshold of the vaasal that separates one world from another.

Our Vaasal intends to do the following things:

1. Enjoy: Showcase Tamil literature, music and art in a way that is accessible to everyone.
2. Meet: Introduce senior Tamil Aurovilians, workers to the community at large.
3. Think: Introduce important ideas and rituals along with an open offer to participate.
4. Speak: Act as a friendly first step into the Tamil language for those who are frustrated by their language inability and wish to learn to enjoy themselves in this beautiful language.
5. Integrate: In light of Mother’s words that Tamil culture is an essential part of the integral yoga of Auroville, to bring the Tamil and non-Tamil parts of Auroville closer together.

We welcome contributors to Vaasal, and we have many existing materials that we would like to share with the community. We welcome thoughts, ideas and feedback at tamil@auroville.org.in

Vaasal thanks to:

Jonathan | Mahalingam | Lourdes | Joss | Ayyanar | Arunan
Meenakshi and the team at Ilaignarkal School, Auroville.
I once knew a driver, a very sweet, gentle man, who got married. A couple of weeks after the marriage, he was booked to go on a long tour, far from home. That night, deep inside Tamil Nadu, he can’t sleep. Suddenly, for a few moments, he feels his chest tighten and he can’t breathe. They say here that ghosts can come to you in the night and sit, nenji-le, right on your chest. Eventually he falls asleep and the the next morning he calls home. His family tell him that the previous night his wife was electrocuted and died.

He is devastated. Many years later he gets married again and he has three children with his new wife, but he never forgets his old wife. Every time a festival comes around, he buys two saris, one for his living wife and one for his dead wife. The first sari, he offers to his dead wife and only then to his living wife. Whenever there is a function or ceremony, like a wedding or other family event, his first wife is there too in the room. She takes possession one of the people in the room - the driver never knows who it will be - and suddenly someone will come up to him and speak to him in the voice of his dead wife. The person will hold him by the collar, just like his wife used to, whether he knows this person well or whether this person is a complete stranger to him. At every function, the same thing happens.

I had a serious talk with him: I said to him, you must let go. He said, I can’t. But you must, I said, you are not allowing her to go out from this realm and into the next one. Then he admitted that he never sent her off. In Tamil Nadu we have a ritual, especially when there is an accident, that we go to the scene of the accident and lift up the spirit from the place, take them home, and then we do a pooja to send the spirit off to their own realm. We follow a procedure of freeing the spirit from the physical place and allowing them to leave. And the driver had never done it, so the poor wife was trapped here, and she couldn’t leave, she couldn’t move on, she couldn’t become a goddess.

Last year I saw him, and he told me proudly that he had done it, he had let her go, and she had never come back to him again in any ceremony since.

I DREAMED A DREAM AUTHOR: ANDAL TRANSLATION: SRI AUROBINDO

I dreamed a dream, O friend.
The wedding was fixed for the morrow.
And He, the Lion, Madhava, the young Bull whom they call the master of radiances, He came into the hall of wedding decorated with luxuriant palms.

I dreamed a dream, O friend.
And the throng of the Gods was there with In-dra, the Mind Divine, at their head. And in the shrine they declared me bride and clad me in a new robe of affirmation. And Inner Force is the name of the goddess who adorned me with the garland of the wedding.

I dreamed a dream, O friend.
There were beatings of the drum and blow-ings of the conch; and under the canopy hung heavily with strings of pearls He came, my lov-er and my lord, the vanquisher of the demon Madhu and grasped me by the hand.

Reprinted from volume 5, the complete works of sri aurobindo © Sri Aurobindo Ashram Trust 1999.
Published by Sri Aurobindo Ashram Publication Department
LESSON #1:
YOU ALREADY KNOW A LOT OF TAMIL

INTRODUCTION:
A lot of people ask us about learning Tamil, but we frequently hear things like “I haven't got the time” or “it's just too hard.” This micro-course in Language Hacking is designed to make those excuses redundant - to help you get into communicating in Tamil fast.

BEFORE WE BEGIN:
*The most common sound in Tamil is one that isn't easy to write down. It is the 'e' sound in the French 'le' or the unstressed 'er' at the end of the English word better. It's so common that it has its own symbol - an upside-down e, or ə (also known as a schwa).

HACK #1
(1) An excellent way to get started in another language is to copy its patterns, but use your own words. It sounds crazy but it works, especially in Tamil Nadu where there is an entire hybrid dialect - Tanglish. Let’s try Tanglish - speaking in Tamil using English words.

Tamil uses a lot of English words: not just new words like laptop, fan and AC, but hundreds of common words and phrases have seeped into Tamil. It may surprise you - and make you feel slightly sick at the same time - to know that the way to say “I love you” in Tamil is… “I love you”.

So let’s find a Tamil pattern and start using that with our English words. You might have noticed the way people’s voices rise at the end of a phrase when they’re asking a question. It sounds a lot like a the dawn call of a peacock.

So our first steps in Tamil is to take an English word and add a peacock at the end:

Late aa?
Are you late?

Ready aa?
Is it / are you ready?

You can add more English words, no problem.

Tea ready aa?
Is the tea ready?

Bike problem aa?
Is there a problem with your bike?

In fact, as long as you stick to the core words that have meaning*, you can pretty much keep going for as long as you like, as long as you do the yawn at the end:

You family house Kuilapalayam aa?
You husband work Pondy aa?
Sunday you go Irumbai temple aa?
You son name Kannan aa?

* The basic rule is “take out all the little words that English uses to confuse everyone else”. Stick to simple present tense (ie: ‘you go’ instead of ‘have you been’ or ‘are you going’) and avoid articles and prepositions (‘I go temple’ instead of ‘I go to the temple’).

(2) All words are equal, but some words are more equal than others, and in Tamil, the word that lords high over all others for beginner students is…

pannu (pronounced pan-nə*), do

We’ll learn two forms:

naan ____ pandr-en ~ I do
niinge ____ pandr-ingl-aa? ~ Are you doing?

Now, by slipping in an English word, our Tamil can scale grand new heights:

Niinge kitchen clean pandr-ingl-aa? ~ Will you clean the kitchen?
Naan bike fix pandr-en.
I’ll fix the bike.
Naan taxi driver fon pandr-en. ~ I’ll phone the taxi driver

Niinge idli pay pandr-ingl-aa? ~ Did you pay for the idlis?

The list of words you can use with pannu is… almost endless.

Fight, wash, pay, write, play, start, try, use, fill, phone… see if you can find any to add to this list.

So, go out and there and use pannu. Don’t worry about past, present, future tense. Being pretty in Tamil, or precise, comes later - the first step is to make people around you smile.

No more excuses - Tamil use pannunga!
The single most important concept for the newcomer to Tamil Nadu is respect or honour - mariyatai. Tamil has a vous or sie form - niinge - just like French or German, a polite word you that takes a plural verb.

**A quick example:**

Ni po-ra  You go (one person)
Niinge po-rainge  You go (respectfully to one person, or to more than one person)

Clever folks will notice that both the words change in the same way:

ni + inge
po-ra + inge

You overhear people talking in Solar Kitchen, it seems as though they can even use the respectful niinge when talking to children. You resolve to use that form always, so as not to upset anyone ever.

So now to try them out with a simple, everyday type question - “Where are you going?”

The beginner learns the words - niinge (you), yenge (where), porainge(go) - and carefully you select someone who you know can't answer back in English. You’ve even learnt the proper way to pronounce it niin-ge yen-ge po-rin-GE, with the stress mostly at the end of the words.

Excitedly, you try out your newfound phrase: “Niinge yenge porainge?”

Far from getting a smile and a clear answer, the person’s face falls. They stop. Then they either sit down, or turn around and start walking in the opposite direction, back to wherever they came from.

You don't know what has happened - did they understand you at all? Did you say something wrong?

Disillusioned, you feel ashamed, and it takes a long time before you try out that phrase again, if ever.

Without knowing it, you have spoken with exactly the opposite of the respect you were trying to give: you have cast bad luck on the person's journey. They may have to delay their journey to do something to remove the evil eye before continuing on their way. It turns out that direct questions like this are never asked in Tamil.

*Here's Tamil anthropologist E. Valentine Daniel:*

“The directly phrased question Where are you going? is not only rude but casts a pall of inauspiciousness over the proposed journey. It would be especially rude if asked to an elder, one full of mariyatai... it is the negative counterpart of a good mantra: it is efficaceous black magic.”


Now that's quite a shock - you only wanted to make small talk to try out your Tamil and you've ended up putting a dark spell on someone you might actually like. Somewhere in the back of your mind, you remember that how to say “bye-bye” or “I’m going now” doesn’t have much to do with going at all.

“When you're about to leave and want to say goodbye, you say varenga (polite form of I will come),” says Kali, “or poi varenga (I’ll go and then come), because if you just say poi (I’m going) that means you’re not coming back. Varenga - I’m coming - means I’m going. Because otherwise it means you are going forever... to die.”
The black magic EV Daniels talks about suddenly seems less strange, and rather more chilling.

“If any of us children would ever see my father leaving and ask him ‘Enge poringe?”, remembers R. Meenakshi from Ilaignargal School, “he would come back into the house, sit down and drink a glass of water before getting up and leaving again. The only way to get information out of him was to be tricky - my mother would say something like ‘Oh, we’re having moore kozhambu today’, at which point he might say something like ‘Ninge sappudungo, kaalailedan varuvan.’ (You eat it, I’ll be back in the morning.) That’s the only way we’d find out where he was going and when he’d be back.”

Luckily, EV Daniel gives us an acceptable way to ask the question, keeping the respect intended:

Niinge urku poringe? “Are you going to the usual place?”

Bright sparks will look up ur in a dictionary and see: village. Yes, ur can mean village, but in fact it means something much wider, and much more useful.

Ur covers all the places that you regularly go to at particular times: if asked in the morning, ur means workplace.

In the evening, it means back home. Likewise if you regularly go to the Sunday market in Pondy, it would mean to the Sunday market in Pondy - whichever places are part of our ritual wanderings around this earth.

For foreign Aurovillians going away, ur is simply country.

Naan urku poren. I’m going to my country.

For Indians from elsewhere, Naan urku poren could mean state - Maharastra, Kerala or Andhra Pradesh.

For Tamils from elsewhere, Naan urku poren could mean district - Madurai or Kancheepuram.

But what if you don’t know the person - say you have stopped to give someone a lift by the side of the road?

EV Daniel again:

“There are times when the questioner, X, will not have a clue where the other, Y, is going… In instances like these, the ur contained in the question remains unknown and hence the query ‘Are you going to the ur?’ calls for more than a yes response. It becomes only polite for Y to specify his destination, thereby answering the underlying question “Where are you going?”

In other words, the other person will tell you exactly where they are going anyway, so the answer that you will get will tell you what you need to know.

No matter what the situation, “ninge urku poringela?” will keep you out of trouble.

Being direct, which can even imply respect in other cultures, can achieve quite the opposite in Tamil Nadu.

Just one more note on this topic:

That sweet old lady you’ve picked up by the side of the road on your scooty, after you’ve asked her about her ur and she’s duly replied, what will she say to you to signify that she’s sitting safely on the back and you can go now?

One word: po. Directness is not always inappropriate, after all.

That’s all for now, see you next time in Tamil corner!

With thanks to Joss at Pitchandikulam Forest for lending us EV Daniel’s book.
In our series talking to the Tamil statesmen and women of Auroville, we begin with Mahalingam from Fraternity - best known as one of the very few living Aurovilian to have seen and taken darshan with Sri Aurobindo in person.

“I was born in 1920 in a small village in Tuticorin district Tamilnadu. I had my elementary education there and went to high school in the next village, which was a little bigger than mine. I went to college in 1936 to St Xaviers College, Palayamkottai, in a college run by Jesuit priests. Today they have schools in Madurai, Trichy, Madras. In those days, many districts in TamilNadu had no colleges at all, but ours had four! Education was very important.

My father was not educated. He was a business man, a kalkandu (sugar candy) merchant. I was the first to go to college in that area from the surrounding villages. Maths and physics were my subjects, but before I could finish my studies, I joined the army. It was the time of World War Two, the newspapers were full of stories about the British Expeditionary Force landing in France where they were welcomed. I thought if I join the Army, then I could also go to France. So i joined up in 1940.

Because I could speak English, I was given work to bring ammunition from the factories in Punjab. My battalion was in Alipore, Kolkata. I was on railway security duty - there were people working against the government, putting bombs on the track and breaking the tracks to stop the ammunition being brought in. I was in charge of twenty soldiers, going to all the stations see if there is was trouble in that area, and trying to help them if there was. I travelled to most places in North India, from Bombay to Punjab to Delhi and beyond.

I was a member of the Congress Party - the original Congress Party that fought for independence against the British. Nehru was arrested and imprisoned for nine years for an anti-war speech, so the Congress were against joining the war effort. They didn't want to help the British to strengthen the Empire, so by some trick I got out of the army - I was there for only twenty months.

In 1942 I received training to become a teacher - mostly in English and Mathematics - and over the years I have taught in twenty-five schools. I remember in one of my first jobs, the school manager lived a few kilometres away in the next village. On my first payday, he insisted I come to his house to get paid. I told him, when I work in your cowshed, you can pay me there, but since am not working in your cowshed, you should pay me in the school. I did not stay there long.

It was during my teacher training that I first read the complete works of Swami Sivananda. I was looking for a guru, a living guru, so I became his disciple. I went to Rishikesh in the Himalayas, taking a bath every day in the river, but even with the kindness of all the brother disciples, I couldn't stay there for long. I heard a voice - go away from here. Two weeks later I left, and when i got down from the train, I saw a friend of mine was holding a book of Conversations with Mother in Tamil. He was not interested but he knew that I was, so he gave it straight to me. As soon as I read it, I knew that this is my way. So in 1944 I wrote to the Ashram for Sri Aurobindo's darshan.

I went to the house of one of Mother's devotees, Siva Subramaniam, and stayed with him in Madras, and then from 1945-1950 I came to the Ashram each year for darshan.

It took place in his meditation room, on the first floor. The first time I went, there was a queue some of three or four people in front of me, and I peeked around the queue. He looked up at me and smiled. I was struck by his colour,
like the colour of the setting sun, shining. I went every year until he left his body.

Mother gave me permission to join the Ashram, so I stayed there until 1978 when I came to Auroville.

In the ashram I worked in the bakery and in the laundry. Very few people from Tamil Nadu joined the Ashram back then, even today our number is very few.

By the time I came to the Ashram, my parents had died, even my brothers were not there, only their children, and they were interested in religion rather than spirituality.

The whole of India are more interested in religion than spirituality: they just follow the traditional ways with their kriyas and poojas. When you find spirituality, naturally religion will get left behind.

In Auroville, I came to work in the school as a Tamil teacher, but only for six years. Then Mary was in charge of the school, and she considered my translation work to be so important that she asked me to do it full time. So I spent my time in the school mostly working on translating from English into Tamil, and each time, before starting, I would pray to Mother that I could be open to her words.

Much work had been done translating spiritual teachers like Ramamkrishna and Vivekananda into Tamil, so the spiritual vocabulary in Tamil was there. I did have to coin some words, like adimanam.

I have translated the Collected Works of the Mother, all of her works. And all of Sri Aurobindo's letters and his research on Yoga. The Life Divine and the Sythnesis of Yoga are more difficult, there I have only translated some of the concluding chapters, and the parts dealing with Bhakti Yoga and Karma Yoga.

My work was mostly publishing in Vaigarai, a Tamil magazine published by the Ashram, with about three thousand subscribers. The whole magazine was written by me, along with one lady from Madras. Afterwards my work was issued in books.

I lived in Pitchandikulam Forest, I was very happy there. I used to walk twelve kilometres every day - I had fifteen routes across Auroville, even down to Bommayalayam. There were three of us in Auroville who wore dhotis - me, Shankar and Subbash - but they only wore it sometimes, whereas I never wore anything else. So everyone in Auroville knew me as the man in the dhoti."

With thanks to Lourdes Epinal.

AUROVILLE THE GANGLA

Once before
You were born in the HIMALAYAS
Once again
You were born in the manas
Of Sri Aurobindo
And brought up at the lap
Of the Mother
Who stands high as Himalayas,
Fragrant with dew of white
Flowers.

Auroville the Ganga!
Bhagiratha
Desiring your presence on earth,
O Ganga,
Performed a mighty tapasya.

Yes
We are all Bhagirathas;
We are all a new Bhagiratha,
Do you understand
The severe tapasya
We perform to bring you
to earth, Auroville, Ganga?

Auroville the Triveni!
The fountain of this soil
Mingles three waters:
Ground stream of the land,
Salt-sweat of all humanity’s
Hard laboring bodies,
And showers from above,
The gods who watch
mingle their waters  
ever fresh in you,  
ever-living and growing river.  
Auroville the Ganga!  
You are the first  
Among rivers leading,  
And among poems  
A new poem, universal,  
Beginning in a small corner  
You will spread widening  
Like the sound of OM.  
Auroville the Ganga!  
Everything is there  
Existent in you,  
What else is there?  

Upon your banks  
The fertile soil  
Of many lands new-greening,  
Air-roots of the Banyan.  
On the surface of your waters  
Floating flowers, honeyed.  
Eagerly the birds  
From everywhere come flying  
To see your dear face.  
Auroville the Ganga!  
The great souls  
Chanting and diving deep  
In you  
Dissolve their separate I’s  
O Mahamukhti,  
From where did you learn  
This art of elements  
That cleanse our lives?  
Satya Ganga!  
Purifying,  
Let me breathe  
You always,  
Let me put this burning  
Self in you.  
Let me  
Be thee  
Let me  
Be thee  

R. Meenakshi